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Abstract 

The ma.in objective of this report is to describe how to compute wave drift forces and wave 

drift damping for marine structures of arbitrary three-dimensional shape. 

A bounda.ry integral method is· developed. for computing first-order a.nd mean second

order wa.ve forces on Hoa.ting bodies with small forward speed in three dimensions. The 

method is based on applying Green's theorem and linearizing the Green function a.nd 

velocity potential in the forward speed. The velocity potential on the wetted body surface 

is then given u the solution of two sets of integrol equations with unknowns 0-nly on the 

body. The eqU&tions contain no waterline integral, and the free surface integral decays 

rapidly. 

The Tim.man-Newman relations for the added m.aa and da.mpittg a.re derived for the 

case when the double.body flow around the body is included in the free surface condition. 

The mean drift force is found by far-field a.na.ly~iB. A far-field form Of the Ha.skind relations 

with forward speed is also derived. All the derivations a.re· made for a.n arbitra.ry wave 

he&ding. 

A boundary element program utilizing the new method ha been developed. Numerical 

results and convergence tests a.re preecnted for several body geometries. It is found that 

interference phenmnena. ma.y lead to negative wa.ve drift damping for bodies of complicated 

sha:pe. The results are comp.a.red to those of Zha.o and Faltinsen (1989), with quite good 

agreement. 
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• Chapter 1 

Introduction 

An important problem in offshore technology is the slow drift motions of floating marine 

structnra. Large horigontal excur1ions of oil platforms and drilling ships ma.y lead to 

critici.11-oa.ds on the mooring systems. The slow drift motions a.re excit-ed by nonlinear wave 

forces. Damping of the slow-drift oscillations is provided by skin friction, viscous preimure 

forces and wave drift damping. Since experiments axe expensive and time consuming, it is 

important to be able to predict the wa.ve drift forces theoretically. In thls pa.per, we will 
present a new method to .compute first~o£der unsteady forces and wave drift forces a.t small 

forward speed. Numerical results a.re shown for a. variety of geometriea~ 

The viscous forces are neglected, under the assumption that inertial a.n<l viscous effects 

may be separated. We are not concerned with wave resi1ta.nce or stea.dy viSCOU11 drag, hut 

viscous eifects resulting from separation of the boundary layer ma.y still have appreciable 

eff«t on the wave forces. It is a.s1u.med tha.t these effects are small when the body is 

large compared to the wave amplitude. Consequently the fluid is U8umed irrotational and 

incompressible. Potential theory is used, and the boundary conditions a.re linea.rized with 

respect to the incident-wave amplitude. 

· We still have a nonlinear boundary va.lu.e problem, as long as no restrictions are made 

upon the body shape or the Froude number. The steady part of the velocity potential, 

corresponding to the disturbance imposed on the uniform current by the body, sati-sfies a 

nonlinear free surface cohdition, except for deeply S1.lhmecged bodies. 

-------ril ship hydrOdynarmcs, this difficulty lll often o\ietCOtl'iie by mum.ing th.at tlte body is 

thin or slender, so it only ma.lees a. sligh.t disturbance of the a.teady flow. A pertur-ba.ti-0n 

expansion with respect to a slendernesa parameter is then used. We are, however, interested· 

in finding the responses of more generally shaped bodies, such a.s oil platforms, storage 

tanks or catamaran ships. 

For :Boating bodies of general .shape, it has been customary to separate wa.ve and current 
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effects, computing the wave forces at zero forward speed. However, this is not satisfactory 

because the forward speed may alter the wave forces considerably. More recently, Chang 

{1977) and Inglis a.nd Price (1981) have ta.ken account of the coupling between waves 

and current partially by including the constant forward speed in the boundary conditions, 

but neglecting the steady disturbance impoaed by the body. This gives an inconsistently 

linearized ~dimensional theory. The agreement with experiment is only partially sat

isfying. In particular, the roll and pitch damping are very unsatisfactory. This indicates 

that the steady disturbance of the body may be important. 

In many practical problems, the actual forward speed may be quite small, especially 

in the case of oil platforms. Perturbation expansions can then be used with respect to 

both wave amplitude and forwa.rd speed. H the problem is solved to first order in the 

forwa.rd speed, a. rigid wall condition applies on the free surface in the steady problem. 

This approach has been used by Zhao and Faltinsen {1987,1989), who found that even a 

small forward speed a.fects the wave drift for~ significantly. They used a. hybrid method, 

with the velocity potential being represented by a boundary integral in the inner domain 

and by & multipole expansion in the outer domain. 

We will examine the problem somewhat differently, using a boundary element method 

where the SC>lution is expressed as a.n integral over the wetted body surface a.nd the free 

surface. By using a. Green function satisfying the correct radiation condition, we will not 

need to discretize any control surface fa.r a.way from the hody, as is necessary with methods 

using a. Rankine singularity as the Green fun:ction. ·Also, the contribution from the free 

surface decays rapidly with increasing distance from the body, and is thus easy to handle 

numerically. 

. To solve the integral equations, the velocity potential is expanded in an asymptotic 

series in powers of the dimensionless forwa.rd speed {reduced frequency), retaining linear 

terms. This expallBion is not uniformly valid, and is therefore only used in the vicinity 

of the body. (When we ca.lcula.te the potential far away from. the body, we return to the 

unperturbed integral equa.tions.) Perturbing the equations moves the free s,11rfa.ce integral, 

which is of higher order in the reduced frequency, to the ri.ght hand side of the integral 

eq11atio~ thus reducing the number of unknowns neoessa,ryfor nume~ solution. We will 

also show that applying the correct boundary condition on the body in the steady problem 

eliminates the UBua.l waterline integral for wall-sided bodies, as opposed to the methods of 

Chang or Inglis and Price, where the neglectioo of the steady disturbance potential in the 

~ surface condition leads tn ·integnd ~ ~ng a wMerJine integ:raJ.. 
A special numerical problem a.rises if the body hu sha.rp edges. The boundary con

dition is ill-posed at sharp edges and comers, and the reaulting boundary integrals a.re 
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not integrable. This is circumvented by rewriting the integral equations using a special 

variety of Stolres1theorem known to marine hydrodynamicists as Tuck's theorem (Ogilvie 

and Tuck, 1969). Thi-s reduces the order of the derivatives in the body boundary condition 

by one, rendering the boundary integrals singular but integrable. 

In the integral formulation, we need to calculate the translating pulsating source in 

three dimensions. This function is in general hard to compute efficiently. However, since 

the forward speed is small, we can use an asymptotic expansion of the source potential 

which only involves the zero-speed pulsating source and its derivatives. 

When the potential has been found, the first order foreeB can be found by simple pressure 

integration over the body. The Timman-Newman symmetry relations for the added mass 

and damping a.re derived for the case. when the steMiy double-body flow around the body 

is included in the free surface condition, which has not been done in previous theories 

(Tinunan a.nd Newman (1962), Newman(l978)). A far-field form of the Hukind relations 

with forwa.rd speed is derived .. The mean second-order force is obtained by far-field analysis, 

and the en-ergy equation for the diffraction problem is derived. This is uBed to . check the 

consistency of the results. All the derivations a.re ma.de for an arbitrary heading angle of 

the incident wave. 

In summary, the advanta.ge11 of the present method a.re: 

• The wave motion is described by simple integral equations· tha.t are weU suited for 

evaluating wa.ve forces. 

• We consistently include all first-order fotwa.rd-1peed eifects, and .simulta.neorudy sim

plify the equations by linearizing the equations in the forw&l"d speed. 

• The Green function takes proper ca.re of the r&di&tion condition, ~n with a. va.ria.ble

ooefficient free surface condition. 

• The fast-decaying free surface integral is easy to compute numerically. 

• Comer singularities a.re treated more easily by means of Tuck's thorem. 

• Linea.rization with respect to forward speed simplifies the compu.ta.ti<m of the Green 
· function.---·-------· ----·--- - -- ·-- --- ·- --------- ---·· ---·-- -·-----· ·----- --·~·-·----·-·------ - -··- - ----- - - --·· - ··- --- -

• The Timman-Newma.n relations a.re satisfied even with the variable-coefficient free 

surf~ condition. 

• Both the linea.r exciting force a.nd the wave drift force with forward speed a.re ex

presaed by simple far-field quantities for &n arbitrary wave heading. 
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Numerical examples are presented for several different body geometries and ranges of pa

rameters, and with extensive convergence tests. It is found that for a body of simple 

. shape, the wave drift damping is asually positive, while for a. body of more complicated 

sha.pe, interference between different parts of the structure ma.y lead to negative wave drift 

damping for some frequencies. Some of the results are compared to the results of Zhao and 

Faltin.en (1989), with quite good agreement. 
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Chapter 2 

The integral equations 

In this cha.pter, we will develop the governing equations for the fluid motion. No restrictions 
. a.re made upon the shape of the body, except tha.t lifting or cavit.ating surfa.cel ue not 

allowed. We will- assume tha.t the incident waves a.re -long-crested and regular. Vi3COus 
effects a.re also neglected, assuming that the body is ~ compared to the wave amplitude. 

In the oommon jargon of marine hydrodynamics, this means that the Keulega.n-Ca.rpenter 

number is small. It is also assumed that boundary layer sep.a.ra.tion due to the steady flow 

ha.a negligible eifect on the wave forces. With these assumptions, linear potential theory 

may be applied. We can then uae Green's second identity to obtain a. set of boundary 

integral expressions for the radiation and dilira.ction potentials a.nd the steady potential. 

2.1 The boundary value problem 

In this section we will state the boundary value problem for the vdocity potential. We 

consider a. body B moving horizont-aJ.ly with constant forward speed U a.nd responding 

to long-crested regular incoming wa.ves with small amplitude A. We will use a. reference 

frame (x, 71, z) moving in the same direction as the body with forward speed U, with the 

undisturbed free surla.ce in the xy-pla.ne, the x-axis in the direction of forward motion, 

and the z-axis vertically upwards. In thi.t reference fra.rne the body is performing sma.11 

. oscillations due to the incoming wa.ves, while situated in a. uniform current ....:u at inffuity. 

This configuri:ition is shown in Fig. 2.1. We asaume the fiuid to be homogen-eous, incom

pressible, and of infinit-e extent in the lower half-5pace. Viscosity a.nd surface tension a.re 

neglected. Tmm there mets .;, ~ ~ • for tlie velocitcy v :;;: V 4' that :satisfies 

La.place's equation 

(2.1) 
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate system with incoming wa.W!I and cuTMDt .. 

To first order in the wave amplitud*', the velocity potential ~y be written 

(2.2) 

where t/J. is independent of time, and tPD and 4'11 a.re time harmonic with orbital frequency 

u. The ste&dy potential 4>. may be written 

r{>. = U(x - 2:) (2.3) 

where -U x is the ambient uniform current md U x is the Jteady disturba.nce due to the 

, body. tPR is the total radiation potential due to the motions of the body, which ma.y be 

written 
e 

<l>R =Re iuei•t:Ee1r,&;(z) (2.4) 
j::l 

where e; is the amplitude of motion in the jth mode (surge, IJWay, heave, roll, pitch and 

yaw respectively), a.nd t/>; is the corresponding radiation potential for unit ~plitude of 
·· moti~. ~is the total dilfra.ction potent,i.a.1, and ma.y_be_written. ···~. _ _ 

(2.5) 

where 4'1 is the scattering potential, and ·f>o is the potential due to the incoming waves : 

<Po= ig eK•e-•K(#tlOl~U.JJ) 
w 

8 
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Here I< = w2 / g is the zero speed wavenumber, and w is the orbital frequency of the 

incoming wave, given by 

w=<7+UI<cos/3 (2.7) 

/3 is the incidence angle of the incoming waves. The case /3 = 0 corresponds ·to following 

waves, while /3 = 7r corresponds to head waves. The frequency <7 is called the frequency of 

encounter. 

2.1.1 The boundary conditions on the body 

The steady potential fullfills the body boundary condition 

/Jx 
8n = ni on Ss (2.8) 

corresponding to zero flux through the wetted surface. ( n 1 , n2 , n3 ) denotes the Cartesian 

components of the normal vector n pointing out of the fluid domain. The body bounda.cy 

condition for the unknown potentials ef>;, j = 1, ... , 7, a.re (Newman, 1978) 

/14>; _ {• n; + ~-m;, 1_· = 1. , ••• , 6 
8n - -~, · j = 7 

(2.9) 

where ( n4 , n5 , n 6 ) = z x n. m;, j = 1, 2, 3 are the components of the vector 

m = -n · V(Vx,,) (2.10) 

a.nd m;, j = 4, 5, 6 a.re the compoot'!nts of the vector 

m' = -n · V( z x V x.) (2.ll) 

where 

x. = x- x (2.12) 

Thus, the normal derivative of each radiation potential ha.s two parts. The first, the n

term, represents the normal v.elocity at the mean position of the body, while the second, 

the m-tem1, 1ep1eseuts the change in the l&eal sieady field. due to the motion .of the hody. _H ______ u_ 

Computing the m-terms accurately usually represents a. difficult numerical problem. In our 

case, this is circumvented by replacing the m-terms in the boundary integral formulation 

by first-order derivatives of x, using a. variant of Stokes' thottm known as Tuck's thorem 

(Ogilvie and Tuck,1969). This is described in Section 2.5. 
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2.1.2 The boundary conditions on the free surface 

Let l be a. chara.cteristic dimension of B. If the Froude number Fr = U / y/gl, is much less 

than one, the free surface condition for the steady potential can be approximated by 
' 

8</>. ( ) - = 0 at z = 0 2.13 oz 
to first order in the Froude number. The radiation potentials cPi and the diffraction poten

tial </>will then satisfy the free surface condition 

- u24' + 2iuVief>. · V1 cfJ + iu<f>V't.tf>, + g :! = 0 at z = 0 (2.14) . 

to the same order. When f/>11 is precalculated, this is a line~ boundary condition with 

variable coefficients. V1 here means the horizontal gradient. Far a.way from the body, 

</>, = -U z, and (2.14) simplifies to the linear boundary condition 

2..J,. • ua,p <J<P - u V' - 211:1 . -· + g-. = 0 a.t z:· = 0 
Eh: {)z 

(2.15) 

which only contains known constant coefficients. 

2.2 The steady problem 

The steady problem for small F:roude numbers, with th-e rigid wall condition (2.13) on the 

free surface, ca.n easily be solved with a. boundary integral method. We define a. Green 

function 

where 

and 

1 l 
g(z,f) = - + -

r r' 

r = j(x - e)2 + (y - 71)2 + (z- ()2 

r' = J(~ - e)2 + <11 - fJ)2 + (z + ()2 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

g( z' e) is the potential of a. source of strength -4?r pla.ced. in the point e = u' '71 () which 
satisfies the rigid wall free surfa.ce condition (2.13). We now represent the potential in the 

fluid as a. distribution of sources of strength Q(x, y, z) oVer the body: 
-~--... ---~----- ·-- ---------------·-------

--------------------~----------------·----------------

x(z) = 2:..j'I Q(E)g(z,e)dS 
41r Js11 

(2.19) 

Applying the bowidaty condition ( 2~.8) at a field point .a: on the body surface, we get 

2;rQ(z) + jfsaq{e)a9J:~f-)ds = 41rn1 (2.20) 

This integral equation can easily be solved by a collocation method. 
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2.3 The oscillatory problems 

We will now consider solving the ra.dia.tion and diffraction problems with the boundary 

condition (2.14) a.t the free surface a.nd the boundary condition (2.9) on the wetted body 

surface. We will solve the bo111lda.ry value problems by applying Green's second identity to 

the entire fl.uid domain. As the Green function ·we will use· a pulsating source tranala.ting 

with small forward speed and satisfyingthe free surface condition 

· . . 8G 8G 
- u').G + 2iuU- + g- = 0 at ( = 0 ae a, (2.21) 

plus a.n appropriate ra.dia.tion condition. Following Huijsma.nns a.nd Hermans (1985), the 

Green function can be expanded in a.n asymptotic series. in powers of the parameter 

U<T 
(2.22) T t::: -. ·-

g 

which is often called the reduced frequency. The first two terms in this series ean be 

0001puted from the zero forward sp·eed pulsating source and its first-order spatial deriva

tives. This is shown in Section 3 .. 2. The seri~ expansion is not uniformly valid, but is 

asymptotically valid as r-+ 0 at any finite distance from the origin. 

First we will develop the equation for the diffra.ction potential. The variable-coefficient 

condition (2.14) 1Dll$t be used for <f> on the free surfa.ce, while the constant~coeffident con

dition .(2.21) is used for the forward-speed Green function. Let SF den'Ote the undisturbed 

free sutfa.ce z = O, and let S00 denote a. vertical cylinder enclosing the fluid at infinity. We 

apply Green's theorem to 4> = 4>o +~and G; and introduce the boondaey condition (2.9) 

on the body. This yields 

f· r. t/> fJGdS + f' { (4> 8G - Gaq,)· dS + 1· f (·. ~ &G - Ga,;) dS = {. -4K.</>(z) 
ls;s {}n lsF 8n 8n · ls00 /Jn fJn · -27rcf>(z) 

(2.23) 
where the first case applies to z in the fluid domain a.nd the second to z on the wetted 

body surface. · 

Let Cs denote the waterline curve of the body, an.d CCX) the waterline curve of S00 • 

·· F~~th~ integral over thefree surface in (2.23), (2.14) and the two-dimensional divergence ~ · 
theorem applied on the free surfa.ce gives 

!. f (<PtJG """"a 84>) dS = 
lsF an fJn 

2irj'f t/>(V1G. Vix+ !ov~x)dS ls, 2 

2iT fc
00 

4><Jd11+2iT ks <f>G ( ~ - n1} ds (2.24) 
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We have a.ssumed that the body is wall-sided at the free surface to obtain the waterline 

integral on the form above. Applying the boundary condition (2.8) for x, we see that the 

body waterline integral in (2.24) V&llishes exactly. This would not have been the case if 

\Ve had neglected the steady disturbance x in the free surface condition (2.14), as has been 

done by for insta.uce Chang (1977) and Inglis a.nd Price {19.81). 

We now wmt to eliminate the integral over S00 in (2.23) and the integral over C"'° in 

(2.24). By l:lBing the far-field behaviour of the scattering potential, which is given in (5.1), 

we can easily show that 

J'l (f>.,~ -a84'1 ) dS - 2fr I </>1Gd17 = o 
j Soo /Jn on }coo 

(2.25) 

(For details, see Appendix A) .. Thus, the contributions from </>1 to the integrals over the 

far-field in (2.23) a.nd {2.24) cancel each other. 

To eliminate the contributions from <Po to the fa.r-fidd integrals in (2.23) and (2.24), we 

apply Green's theorem to ¢>n and G in the entire lower half-space, with the result 

!. { (~ fJG - G8¢>o). dS - 2ir [ . <f>t,Gdq = -4?r¢o 1s00 On 8n 1000 

(2.26) 

where C00 is a closed curve enclosing the free surface at infinity. Eliminating the integrals 

over Sor;> a.nd C00 from the integral equation by using (2.25) and (2.26), we get the Fredholm 

equation 

(2.27) 

where the first case applies to z in the fluid domain and the second· to .z on the wetted 

body surface. 

Using the boundary condition (2.9) on the body, the corresponding result for the ra.di

a.tion problems can be shown to be 

f J.. (\!; :-G(n; + ~ m;)) dS-2ir f J., ;O;(V1G·V1x+i~x)dS = { =::~i:~ 
H-m·---- ·---------- --- -··-· -- --- - ·------------ .... _____________ (2.28) ... 

for j = 1, ... , 6. 

The integral equations (2.27) - (2.28) display some import&nt differences from those 

umaJly seen in shi-p hydrodynamias. In the ftiil linear t~ pt"OlNem, the 

steady disturbance x is usually neglected. Applying Green•'s theorem then leads to integral 

equations containing a waterline integral, as in the ~pen of Chang (1977) and Inglis and 

Price {1981). In our case, this integral vanishes because the steady potential U(x - x) 

12 



is satisfying the correct boundary condition (2.8) on the body surface. Instead of the 

wa.terline integral, our equations contain an integral over the free surface. This integral, 

however, decays very rapidly with increasing distance from the body, since it contains the 

spatial deriV&tives of the steady disturbance x, and x behaves a.s a. dipole far from the 

body. Therefore we may always truncate the free surface a.t a quite short distance from 

the body. 

2.4 Perturbation procedure 

We now wa.nt to solve the integral equations (2.27) .and (2.28) for the unknown potentials 

¢>; and tf>v on the hody. To simplify th-e equa.tion.s further, we assume that the reduced 

frequency r < 1, and expand cl> and Gin asymptotic series of r, keeping only linea.r terms: 

tf> = </>o + n/>1 

G = G0 +rG1 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

It must be emphasized tha.t these expa.mions a.re local, a.nd only valid a.t finite di.sta.n..ce 

from the origin. 

Introducing the asymptotic expa.n-sions into (2.27) and (2.28) and collecting terms of 

the same order in r, we find the two sets of integral equations 

21f<f>t? + 1··· [ ¢>f?8G9aS = {·· Ifs. G°n;tl.S, j = 1, ... ,6 
1 lss ' 8n 411"ef>o, j = D 

(2.31) 

211"t;;+j'l <P~8:: dS=2if'l f>J(V1G°·V1x+!.aov~x)dS ls. un Js, 2 

_ j' f ¢>Jf}G1 dS+ { Ifs. (G1n; + G6T,f) dS, ~ = l., ... ,6 
lss 8n · O, J = D 

(2.32} 

where j = D · means the diffraction problem. The zero in the right ha.nd side of the 

diffraction problem stems from the fa.ct that the incident-wave potential </>o is independent 

of r. 
---- The series PJCp•nsian simplifies the problrm considerahly. Since the free su.rfa.ce in~al 

is higher order tha.n the other terms, it will only occur at the right-hand side. Thus, when 

discretizing the equations, we only need to solve for the unknown potentials if;0 and </>1 on 

the body, not at the free mrlace. 

In addition1 the free surface integral decays very rapidly. Since the stea.dy disturh!lllce 

x behaves like a dipole, the integrand decays.like R-•, where R is the polar radius. Thus, 

it is only necessary to discretize the free surface out to 2-3 body diameters. 

13 
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2.5 The right hand sides in the radiation problems 

The right-hand sides in the integral equations for the ra.diation potentials contain the 

m-terms, which a.re given by (2.10) - (2.11). These terms a.re awkward to compute numer

ically, since they a.re normal derivatives of the steady velocity. The steady velocity itself 

can easily be obtained by differentiating (2.19) analytically, but the corresponding second 

derivatives leads to non-existent integrals, so apparently the m-terms must be obtained 

by the undesirable method of numerical differentiation. However, the right-hand sides can 

be rewritten using Tuck's theorem (Ogilvie and Tuck, 1969), which states that for any 

differentiable function . f, is 

(2.33) 

provided that the wetted surface Sa is smooth and that it is wall~sided a.t the free surf.ace. 

In our case, the wa.terline contribution in Tuck's theorem vanishes due to the rigid wall 

condition {2.13). 
However, the function corresponding to fin the right hand side in (2.32) is G°(e,f), 

which is not differentiable a.t z = f.However, if we put z in the fluid and let it approach 

the body, w-e find that both sides of {2.33) are continuous as z-.+ Ss. This is explained in 

Appendix B. Thus, the integral equations {2.32) can be rewritten u 

21"'} + J fs. </>} 8Zi0 
dS = 2iJfs,,4>1(V1d' ·Vix+ iG°V1x)dS 

-1· I rt>~'f1 dS + j'f (a1 - ;_VG°. Vx.) n;dS,j = 1, ... , 6 
~ ~ · ha iv 

which only contains first-order derivatives of the steady potenti&l. 

(2.M) 

For a. bo<ly with sharp edges, Tuck's theorem is not vaHd. In fa.ct, even the boundary 
condition (2.9) is invalid in this ca.se. (2.9) originates from a. Taylor expa.ruiioo. of the time

doma.in boundary condition. This expa.nsion is only valid for smooth surfaces. The result 

is tha.t the m-terms not even a.re integrable a.t an edge. Still, frequency·doma.in analysis 

with the boundary condition (2.9) is oft,en U8ed, since most offshore structures have.shall> 

edges and corners. -------· --- ··----.. --··-·· ---~-- ... . -·-·-·---·-----------··---· ---·----·· ···--
With our reformulation, however, the right h&nd side is integrable as long a;s the field 

point is not situat~d directly a.t the edge. Therefore we believe that this formulation will 
lead to a better ntt?Mrial heh~ at th~ edge. 
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Chapter 3 

Numerical methods 

3.l Solution of the integral equations 

The integral equations (2.20), (2.31) and (2.32) are ~ved by a. conventional panel method. 

The body is approximated by plane qu-.drila..teral elements, a.nd the velocity potential is 

a.numed constant over ea.ch pa.nel. The qua.<irilatera.19 ma.y degenerate . to triangles. Using 

the panel centroids as collocation points, the integr&l equations are reduced to sets of 

complex linear equations which for a moderate number of pa.nels ma.y be solved by Gaussian 

elimination. 

To oo:rnpute the free surface integral, the free surface is panelized in the· same ma.nner 

as the wetted body surlace. However, since this term only contributes to the right hand 

sides of the equations, thUI means very little additional computer memory usage. The free 

surface is trun-ca.ted a.t about 3 body diameten' distance from the center of the body. 

In all the calcula.ti-ons, the singul&r temll of the various Green functions a.re integrated 

by the Heu a.nd Smith method. The fogArithmic singularities have been integrated by 

the method of Newman and Scla.vounos (1987). Numerical integrations over each panel 

are performed using ma.inly the mid-point rule .. Our program is a.lBO designed to u.se four

point Gaussian quadrature over ea.ch pmel. Experience shows that this does not improve 

the results significantly, a.nd the four-point· method increases the total CPU time of the 

-~--computa.tions by a factor of a.bout 2 compared to the mid-point metliod. 
No special algorithms a.re used to take care of the corner singularitites for bodies with 

sha.rp comers. However, since the integral formulation (2.34) is used, the right hand sides in 

tee ndi&tion pt'Ohlems ~ in,esrable.. The ·«rOU n110Ciilted with these terms a.re therefore 

assumed to be small. 
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. 3.2 The Green function 

The translating pulsa.ting source with small forward speed has been discussed by Huijsma.ns 

and Hermans. (1985), a.nd we will use a similar procedure. We assume that the para.meter 

T = Uu/g < 1/4. The translating pulsating source ca.n be written as (see, for example, 

Newman, 1959) 
1 1 

G(z,e) = - - - + w(z,e) 
r r' 

(3.1) 

with r and r' given by (2.17) a.nd (2.18) a.nd 

'11(z e) = .!_ l21r [ . . E(fJ, k)dkdl) .. 
, .'Ir lo lL1 (k - K1)v'1+4T cosD 

l [./2 r E(IJ, k)dkdfJ 113fr/2 r E(D, k).Jltd8 
-; -fl/2}14 (k-1e2)v'l + 4Too88 - ; tr/2 1~ (k-1e2)Vl + 4rros9 

(3.2) 

where 

E(f, k) = k exp f k(z + () + ik((x - e) cos 8+ (y- '1) sin8)] (3.3) 

where the poles 11:1 and -"2 a.re given by 

11:1,2 = 21"2 : 2 (} { 1 + 2T COS fJ =f Vl + 4T COS 9] (3.4) 

and the integration path L1 passes a.hove the pole at 11:1 · while· the paths ~ and L; pass 

below and above the pole a.t 11:2 , respectively., a.nd 

u2 
v=-

g 
(3.5) 

It is easily seen that as T -+ O, 11:1 -+ v and " 2 -+ oo. Thus, 11:1 ~roaches the zero-speed 

wavenumber, while the 1e2 waves get infinitely slwrt. We will use a Green function without 

the ~ ter.tDB, which corresponds to neglecting U2 in the free surface condition. 

We now expand the first term in lJ, which we call ·t/J, in powers of T · : 

(3.6) 

This is a.n asymptotic expansion, which is not uniformly valid. It can be llSed locally, but 

not a.t infinite distance from the source point. tfJo is the zero-speed SOllm' potential given 
-by---··- ---·-·-·- -·----·-·------·-·---··----·--------·---·---- ··---- ·------ . -----··- ··--·-·----~ 

f kelr(HC) 
1/Jo = 2 k · · Jo(kR)dk 

0 -v 
(3.7) 

where R = j(x - e)2 + (y -11)2, J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order, 

and the integration passes above the pole. To first order in r, we have that 

Kt = u(l - 2T COS 6) (3.8) 
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--,··----

and thus 
1 .. .· . = k- v - 2rkcos0 + O(r2) 

(k - 11:1)v'l + 47" cos 8 (k - v)2 
(3.9) 

Using this expression to expand f/J, we find that 

(3.10) 

where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and first order, and the integration passes 

above the pole. We note that 
fJ'l.t/Jo t/11 = 2i-· -· 
8v8x 

(3.11) 

a. remarkable result which will be used later. The zero-speed Green function involves the 

integral t/Jo given by (3.7), which ma.y also be written as 

fP:o = 2 (~ + 11l-1rivev{.+<)Jo(11R)) (3.12) 

. where the integral I is given by 

(3.13) 

where PV denotes the Cauchy principal value. ln~ing the last expression for tPu into 

(3.11), we &et 

.,P1 = -4r x -e j_(v2e.v<•+c>J1(11R))··· + 4ix -e[l + .v(z + ()]~ - 4iv(x -e) .(.!. + 111) 
R dv R · .lJR r' 

(3.14) 
Thus, the Green function for miall forward speed, given by (3.6), (3.12) and (3.14) ca.n be 

expressed by me.ans of the real and imaginary pa.rls of the zero-speed Green function and 

its first order derivatives. The numerical integration of (3.H) and its normal derivative 

over ea.ch panel of the body surface is described in Appendix C. 

3.3 Tbe far-field expansion of the Green function 

.. --When we-oompute-the._mean. serond--order.-Wave foroes ontlieooey, we will use fa.r-:nenr-·-~·. 
analysis, in which we need to know the velocity potential as R -+ oo. From the integral 

formulations (2.27) and (2.27), w~ see that we then need to compute the Green function 

with forward speed at large distances from the origin. 

Newman (1959) has developed the far-field expansion of the Green function with ar

bitrary forward speed for R-+ oo. Hatdand (1946) ha.a given a. far-field expansion of the 
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Green function for small values of T. Since there seems to be a disagreement between the 

expressions of Newman a.nd Haskind, we have found it necessary to recompute the far-field 

expansion for small T. Let us introduce cylindrical coordinates x = R cos (}, '!/ = R sin 0. 
Using contour integration M.d the method of stationary phase, we find that for large R, 

where the wave number is 

k1(9o) = 2T 2 : 280 [1-2rcos00 -jl-4Tcos00] (3.16) 

where the relation between the wave angle 00 and th-e space angle 8 is given in Newman 

(1959) for arbitrary values of T. (3.15) &grees with Newman (1959) to first order in r. 

We are oo.ly inierest$1 in using the far-field ~ion (3.15) of the Green function to 
compute wave forces a.t small fol'WJrd speed. In this context, the wave number k1 ma.y he 

written 
k1(f10) = 11{1 + 2T cos Do) + O{r2 ) (3.17) 

where the relation between the wave angle 90 a.nd the spatial angle 9 is given by 

Do= 8 - 2rsin8 + O(r2) (3.18) 

corresponding to a.n outgoing ring wave pattern with waves that a.re slightly shorter up

stre&m than downstream. 

Introducing this value of the wave number into {3.15) and expmding1 we find that the 

final expreaion for the Green function may be written 

(3.19) 

where the amplitude h(e, theta) is given by 

h ( e, 6) = ~ k1 (O)elo (I)(( +'<(-I+><""'' l)+i•(•l-..,..,. I oiaf>)-«/• + 0( r') ( 3.20) 

---- ----------- -------------- -- ---- - -~ ------- ---- - --~-- - - ~ - -----
The far-field expansion of the Green function on the form (3.19) will be used in the two 

next chapters to derive simple expresaion1 for the linear exciting forces, the mean second

or-der drift ~ and the eaergy flux At infiDity in the diffraction problem, by applying the 
method of stationary phase. 
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Chapter 4 

The first-order wave forces 

Ha.ving found the velocity potential by the method presented in the.previous sections, the 

fint-onler wgv,e foroes. can now be found by pressure integration over the body surf&ce .. We 
will now dewlop some ueul funnulle.fur the fottea a.ad examine some important properties 

of the added mass and damping coefficients and the lins.r exciting force coeffidents. 

4.1 Added mass and damping 

The added mase a.nd dam.ping coefficients can now he obtained from the radiation pot.en
tia.ls. Denoting the added mAM coefficients by a# ·and the damping coeffici~ by "1.;,. we 

can express the radiation foree and moment as 

where i,j = 1, ... , 6, and the complex f«ce coefficients /ii &re defined as 

fi; ::: iuai; + ~ = pf ls. ( itr</>; + V <P. · V ,P; )nidS 

We now UBe Tuck's theorem (2.33), obtaining 

!1; . · p Ifs} i<m, - Um• ),P;dS 
-·--------- ·-'- ----- ----.---- --·-"-- ------- -------·-·--- -----~------ -----~-- ---~--·----~----~· - - - _:_~------~-----·---·-------- - ----~-------- ------

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Timm.an and Newman (1962) have shown that when the steady disturbance field x is 

neglected in the free sur£ace condition (2.14), the added mass and damping satisfy the 

so-called Tim.man-Newman relations 

(4.4) 
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That is, the hydrodynamic forces are the same when we reverse the forward speed and 

exchange indices. 

Newman (1978) has also shown that the added mass and ·damping ·coefficients satisfy 

these rela,tion.1 in the special case of a slender ship, with the steady disturbance x neglected 

in the free surf.ace condition. We will now use the formula {4.3) to show that these rela.tioDB 

ate a.lso satisfied with the free surface condition (2.14) including x used instead of the 

usual free surface condition without x, and for a body of arbitrary shape. To show this, we 

introduce the reversed-flow ra.dia.tion potentials t/J;, which sa.tisfiy the boundary conditions 

(2.9) and (2.14) with the sign of U reversed. Thus, we have 

ot/J; u . ( ) 
·!l-. =n;--. m;,i=l, ... ,6 4.5 
UT& JO' 

-<r'.P; - 2il1'UV1x · V1'fJ; + 2iO'u8/: - iuUT/J;V~x + g izi = o a..t z = o (4.6) 

Using the definition of 1/J;, we can write 

lii(U) ~ i<rp j ks 4'; :i d.S 

- i<1'p 1·.1 y,, 84>; dS 
lss 8n 

Applying Green's theorem to </>; a.nd tPi, we obtain 

Ii;( U) - /if( -U) = iup f fs11 ( f>;: -T/;1 ~) dS = 

. . ·1l (,;. a.pi ·'· 8'fj>;) dS . . fl. . (· ,,/,. lh/Ji .J. ~,;) dS -sup . ·.. . .,,;-·-· - 'f'i--:..r... - 10-p · . .,,;-.. -· - .,.,,--:..r.. · · · 
SF On {Jn S,,,. fJn J1n. 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Using the free surface conditions (2.14) a.ud ( 4.6) and the two-dimensional diwrgence 

theorem, the integral over the free surface can be written 

- j fsF (t>; 81:ii - tfJ, °::) dS = -2fr J fsF V1 · {<P;T/J,V1x.)dS (4.10) 

. HH ---- ••. ____ 3~~</>;tP!_z:~ ~ 2fr_l_ 4';1P•'! __ .H (4. 112 __ ----
We h&ve assumed that the body is wall-sided at the free surface. Using the body boundary 

condition (2.8) for x. = x - x, we find that the waterline integral vanishes. To eva.lua.te 

the other integrals, we need the far-field behaviour of the radiation potentials </>i and t/J;. 
To obtain this behaviour, we consider the Green function. The fat-fi.~d expression for the 

Green function is given by (3.19). From the integral equations (2.28), we see tha.t the 
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radiation potentials must have the same behaviour with respect to the field point as the 

Green function when R ...;.+ oo. From (3.19) we see that this behaviour must be 

as R ...;.+ oo, where H;(6) is the fa.r-field &mplitude distribution of the jth radi.a.tion potential. 

The· amplitude distributions H;(fl) a.re· obtained by insertin~ the fa.r-fi.eld expM.Sion 

(3.19) of the Green function into the integral equations {2.28). We then use Tuck's theo

rem (2.33) to replace them-terms by the steady velocity Vx. in the amplitude distributions 

of the radiation potentials. This yields the following expressions for the amplitude distri

butions: 

H;(tJ) = j fs. (¢>; Z: -(h - i: Vx. · Vh)n;) dS - 2ir J h, <P;(V1h ·Vix+ ih~x)dS 
{4.13) 

for j = 1, ... , 6, where the amplitude h(£, 9) of the Green function is gi'nm by (3.20). 

The expression for tPi corresponding to (4.12) is obtained by revenin.g the 11ign of r, 

that is, 
tP; = R-1/2 H;(6; -r)ev(1~2rcosl)'(~-•.R)(t+o(r))(l + O('r2, R-1/2)) (4.14) 

Inserting these expressions into the integral over sfiO and integrating with respect to. z' we 

find that this integral exactly cancela th« line integral over C00 • This is·ahown in Appendix 

A. Since the far-field inter:grals over SOI;) a.nd C00 cancel, we obtain 

fi;(U) - f;•{-U) = ilTp j Is. ( ~;:: -1/1-1~) JS= 0 {4.15) 

Thus, we have shown tha.t the Timman-Newm.a.n relations a.re Mtimed aJBo in the ·case 

with the free surface condition (2.14) for a. body of general shape. 

The figures 4.1 a.Ild 4.2 illustrate the validity of the Timm&n·Newman relations for 

a half-immersed sphere at Froude number Fr = 0.04. The :surge-heave and heave-.urge 

hydrodynamic coefficienta a.re zero at Fr = O, so at sma.ll forward speed they a.re essentially 

proportional to Fr. The differences ~tween the surge.heave and heave-surge coefficients 

a.t Fr= ±0.M a.re at most 2% for the added mass and 1'6 for the damping coefficients. 

From tne Tirinnan Newman rdattt)M (4.4), we eek.la the fell.ewiBS sy:mm.etry mla.t.ioRI ·-
for the dia.gona.l entries of the added-mus and damping tensors: 

fu(U) = f•(-U) (4.16) 

and thus we have 

[~] =0 
(JU U=O 

( 4.17) 
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Figure 4.1: Cron-coupling added-mass eoeflicients a13 and 113.1 for a half-immened sphere 

of radius a a.t Fr = ±0.M. 
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Therefore the Taylor expansion of f;i( T) a.bout T = 0 may be written on the form 

( 4.18) 

Thus, to lea.ding order the a.dded mass a.nd damping coefficients are independent of T. This 

is confirmed by the numerical results. 

From energy conservation, the mean work done by the damping force over one cycle is 

equal to the mean energy flux a.t infinity. Therefore the damping coefficients ca.n be related 

to the amplitude distributions H;(O) of the radiation potentials in the fa.r-'field. By using 

the far-field Ha.skind relations ( 4.28) derived in the next section, it is possible to express the 

diagonal damping coefficients a.s a.n integral of the corresponding exciting force coefficients 

squared over all wave incidence a.n~les. How~ver, since the diagonal damping coeffici-entl are 

independent of T to leading order, they can be found from the Ha.skind-Newma.n relations 

(Newman,· 1917), whioh relate the .zero--Froude number damping coeffi.cient,s a.ad exciting 
f?rces to each other. Thus, the di~ damping coefficients ca.n be obtained to fil"St order 
in 'T from the zero Froude number diffraction potential. 

4.2 The exciting forces 

The Ha.skind relations express the exciting force in terms of the incident-wave potential 
ef>o a.nd the revened-flow radiation potentials tPi, so that the first-order exciting force1 am 

be computed without knowing the s<;&ttering p<>tential tfa.,. The Baskind relations fur zero 

forward speed have been known for a. long time, see fur ex&mple Newuum (1911). The 

generalized Baskind relations including &mail forward· speed ha.-e .been deriwd by Zhao 
a.nd Faltiuen (1987) for the two-dimen&ional case. We will derive the Hukind rela.tioos 

with forwa.rd speed for the three-dimensional case, and simplify them by exploiting the fact 
that the incident-wave potential satisfies the free surface condition (2.15). At last we will 

use Green's theorem to rewrite the Baskind relations into a. form only involving integrals 

over the far-field. Using the far-field behaviour of the radiation porentia.ls will then give 

~ the far-field Baskind relations _on ·a. very convienient f.orm. The diffraction force and 

.mOID81lt is g!veu. -H;. --~JJJa;{;V;.~v;vTdSrn H -(4.19) -- .. 

where i::;: 1, ... ,6, a.nd</JD is the total diffraction potential given by (2.5). Inserting (2.5) 

and applying Tuck's theorem (2.33), the force and moment may be written 

( 4.20) 
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... 

where the exciting force coefficients xi are given a.s 

Xi = -iO'p j h} </>o + </>1 ) ~~i dS (4.21) 

where ,p, denotes the reversed-flow ra.dia.tion potentials defined by ( 4.5) and ( 4.6). Applying 

Green's theorem to ~ and 'l/:J.;, we find that 

!. [ (<1>1 81/Ji - 'I/Ji 8</>1) dS = O 
ls8+s,+s~ fJn fJn 

(4.22) 

Using the free surface condition (2.14) on </>0 + </>r, we ha.ve that the free surface integral 

ca.n be written 

!. [ (<t>r Ch/Ji ~ ?/Ji <J<f>r )· dS = 
ls, 8n an 

2ir J ls,. V1. {Mi'V'tx.)dS + 2iT J lF ?/Ji ( V1</>o. Vix+ ic1>ov:x) dS (4.23) 

The tint mtegtal ca.a be rewritten Uling Ga..uss' theorem, resulting in a line inttegral over 

C00 that C&llcela the surface integral over $00 , as shown in Appendix A. This is in complete 

an~ to the ptoof of the Tim.man-Newman relations. Iruterting (4 .. 23) and the body 

boundary condition (2.9) into ( 4.22), we obtain 

J l 11 lf>T°:,.'ds = - J ks¢; 81: dS - 2ir j fs, ?/Ji ( V1q>o ·Vix+ i4>o Vix) ds (4.24) , 

Inserting this into equation ( 4.21) fo.r the ~citing forces, we arrive a.t the Hukind rela.tions 

X; = -itrp j ls. ( tPn Zi' -tPi:) dS - 2~rp j k, .p,(V 1~ • V 1X + ~ V:x)JS ( 4.25) 

Thus, the exciting forces can be obt.ained as an integral of the incident-wave potential and 

the reversed-Bow radiation potentials over the OOdy and .the free surface. 

It is also meful to rewrite the Hukind rela.ti<ms into a. form only containing integrals 

over the far-field. By applying Green's theorem to tjJ1 and </>o, we can easily write the 

Haskind relations in the alternative form 

Xi = iup f ls ... ( </>o :!' -1/Ji a:) dS + 2rrrp fc
00 

</lot/l•d'fl (4.26) 

_________ This exprP.SSion is especially convenient when the_ amplitude distTibuti:ons 9£ the radia.tion_ : ______ _ 

potentials a.re known. 

To express the exciting force by the amplitude distribution Hi(O;-r) of the reversed

ftow r&dWion potentials t/11, ""' now int~ the ~ (4.14) f.or t/;1 a.ad ( 2.6j for 

</>o. Integrating with respect to z, we obtain 

xi= ipg <T ['h (ki(B) - J( cos(lJ - fl) + 2r COBIJ)· e-•{Kcoa(l-P)H1(9))R R1/2dD (4.27) 
w lo k!(fJ) + K 
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Figure 4:.3: Surge exciting fome Xi for A half-immersed sphere of radius • in head waves 

and Fr = O, ±0.04. 

where k}(f) means k1(9;-r), and R-+ oo. Applying the method of stationary phate to 
the integral over 9, we finally obtain 

X, : pg/?i-(1 - 2n:os P)H,-(P + r + 2uin P; -r ~WI• + 0( r 2) ( 4.28) 

where H,( 9; T) ia the unplitude distribution of the ith radiation potential, wbidi it given 
by (4.13). Thu, the aciting force with forward .speed CID be fomid by evaluating the 
radiation potential f.ar-tield cnplltude at one spatial a.ngfe,, Ju.st u in the zero.speed case. 

Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 show cakul&tiOns of the exciting~ for a ha.lf-immetsm 1phere in 
head waves and Fr = O, ±0.04. The far-field Rukind relations (.t.28) are llled. We see 
that the surge exciting force always inaeues with the Frtmde number1 while the heave 
exciting force decreues with the Froude. number for long waves and increues with the 
Froude number for short waves. In general, the inJlumcie of the forward speed upon the 

exciting force1 is weaker tha.n the influence upon the drift force, as shown in Fig. 5.1. 

Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show the derivatives .of the exciting forces with respeet to the forwvd 
speed computed by numerical dilferentiation of the data in Figa. 4.3 - "i.4. The methOd - - -- - · -

of direct pressure integration is compu-eci to the fat-field Hukind relations (4.28). The 

~ between the two methods iJ ex~lellt. 
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sphere of radi'ua a in head waves. Compa.rison of near-field and far-field calculations. 
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Figure -t.6: Derivative of the heave exciting force with respect to U for a half-immersed 

sphere of radius a in head waves. Comparison of near-field and far-field calculations. 
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Ch.apter 5 

The drift force and the energy 

equation 

In tW. Metion we will a.how how to compute the wave drift force from far-field ana.lyaiB and 

chedc the energy corurerva.tion in the diffta.ction problem. 

First we need the asymptotic expansions of the radiation a.nd scattering potentials for 

la.t:ge distances from the origin. The total diffraction potential is given by (2.5}. For 

R -+ 0(), the seattering potential </>1 il!I given by 

(5.1) 

where QT{ I) ii the amplitude di6tribution of the &ca.ttering potential, and the wave number 

ki is given by 

(5.2) 

The amplitude distribution H1( 8) of the scattering potential 4>1 iB obtained by inserting 

(5.1) a.nd the far-field expansion (3.19) of the Green function into the integral equations 

(2.27). This yiel& 

H1(fJ) = f fsB ¢>: dS- 2ir f ls,, efT(V 1h . v tX + ih V~x)dS (5.3) 

where rP ef>o + tf.rr, - --- ------------- ------- - --- --------·-- --- ---·- ------------------ ---------- -m- ----- ----- - - ----- . -- --

The total radiation potential is given by (2.4). For R -+ oo, the radiation potential.a. 

</>; is given by 
</>; = 1r1fl H;{B)e'*'•-"'t:R. + O{ r2) 

for j = 1, ... , 6, where H;(O) a.re given by (4.13). 
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5.1 The mean drift force 

We now want to compute the mean drift force a.long the current direction. We want to 

avoid direct pressure integration, which is less accurate than fa.r-field methods. To derive 

an expression for the drift force, we apply the momentum equation to the entire fluid 

domain. The mean drift force on the body must be equal to the mean flux of momentum 

into the fluid domain minus the mean force on a control sufa.ce at infinity. Since the 

steady disturbance·x(z) behaves as a dipole·at large distances from the body, the velocity 

potential for R-+ oo is written CI>(z) - Ux, where Cl> is the total wave disturbance. Thus, 

the x component of the mean force must be 

where R -+ oo. An overha.r denotes the average with respect to time~ The pressure p is 

given by the Bernoulli equa..tion, and z = ((x,y) denotes the free surface eleva.tion. ((x,y) 
is given by the dynamic free surface condition, which, since x is negligible for large R, 
attains the form 

8+ 8fl 1 
--:-- - U --- + -JV•l2 + g( :::: 0 on z = 0 
fJt ax 2 

(5.6) 

Since mABB is conserved, the mean mass flux a.cross the control surface a.t infinity must be 

zero, that is, 

(5.7) 

Integra.ting the momentum equa.tion (5.5) with respect to z and using the continuity equa

tion (5.7), 111e obtain the following expression for the mean wave drift force in forward speed 

direction: 

F; = P r. 

2
"' {-_!_~.(· a+) 2 

_ u2~8•) 2 
cos o + t° ·[!1Vif cos e -~. dz}Rdo lo 2g. fJt tJx • J_oo 2 /h8Jlj 
r-=O 

(5.8) 
To obtain a momentum equation more suitable for numerical computation, we insert 

(b = Re{~ rf>e*'t} into ( t>.8 ). Averaging with respect to time, we find the equation 
--- - -----~----·-----·- ----··------··---- ---- -· -· ---- - - - - ·-- - -- - ---- ---------------~-----------------·-- ----- ~----------~-------· ------ --------

F; 112
11' { <72 . 2 . 1 £. ·r 2 . 84>fJr,p·i } -. - = -- · -14>,I cosfJ- -· . !Vrf>I cosO- 2Re--.. -. dz Rd9 

pgA2 4 o w2 K -oo 8x oR 
. . 

(5.9) 

where</> is de~ed by 

(5.10) 
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Figure 5.1: Mea.n drift force on a h.lf-immersed sphere of radius a in head waves and 

Fr = 0, ±0.04. 

We now insert the expressions (2.6) for f>o, (5.1) for the scattering potential tin a.nd (5.4) 

for the r~diation potentials ";· Using the method of stationary phase gives us the wa.~ 

drift force .as 

! 2 = -~ {foh" B{9)JH(8)12d8 + 2cos,8(1- 2rcos,B)s} + O(r2 ) (5.11) 

where 

B(8) = (1 - 2r cos /J) cos'+ 2r sin2 8 

S = /if-& {e"'' H"(fJ + 2r sin fJ)) 

6 e· 
H(B) = H1(S) + v(l + rcos,B) L ~ H;(B) 

;-1 

(5.12) 

_____ __ _ :where H;(B) is given by (5.1) - (5.4). ------------~-------- __________ _ 
Fig. 5.1 shows the mean drift force in head waves (/j = "') at Fr ..:.--6-,±0~04. The - -- -- ----

sphere is restrained from moving in first~rder motions. As this figure shows, the influence 

of forward speed is much stron,ger on the drift force than on the first order forces. 
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5.2 The energy equation 

To check the numerical results, it is useful to have a.n energy equation. Let us consider 

energy conservation for the diffraction problem. For a. fixed body, the energy flux across 

a vertical cylinder of large ra.dius must be zero in the mean. The energy flux across the 

cylinder is given by 

f'lfr j' ( 1 . ) (8</>o ) W = P lo . _
00 

p + 2IV<Pol2 + gz . aR - U cos IJ. dzRdO (5.13) 

where z = (denotes the free surface elevation given by (5.6). We now insert the pressure 

p from the Bernoulli equation and use the equation (5.6) for the free surface elevation. 

Integrating with respect to z, we obtain 

w == -p flfr { t1 8f>vB~Ddz + U-oos(} [' {Jf>D(Ma,D -. ulJif>D.)·.J·. ' }. Rd8 (5.14) 
l-0 1-oo at 8R g &t fJt 8:r . z::0 · 

where t.o means the total diffraction potential (2.5). Proceeding as in the previous section, 

we iiuert t = Re{~~i"} into (5.14) a.nd take the average with respect to time. This 

yields 
w '' /2'/f { ' '' 2 ' I° ' . 81/>* .· } ' '' ' 

pgA'lu/2I< = - lo T cos IJl?l + 1-oo Re (zq, 8R ~z, Rd() (5.15) 

We now introduce the expressions (2.6) for tf>o and (5.1) for r/>7 and use the method of 

st.a.tiona.ry phase. Then we require that the energy be conservOO., which. means that W = 0. 

This yields 

where 

and S is given by (5.12). 

1 
A( 9) = r oos fJ - -

2 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

The energy equation (5.16) for the diffraction problem ca.n: be used to simplify the 

expression for the wave drift force for a fixed body. Eliminating the sta.tionuy phase term 

S from (5.16) a.nd inserting this into the momentum equation (5.11) yields the following 
alternative expression for the mean drift force for a fixed body;-------------------·--· -·-----. - - -- ·-····· -

F;; I -:- -~ r'J'lf: (cos9 - cos f3 + 2rsin2 o) IH1(9)j 2d9 + O(r2) (5.18) 
pgA 4 lo · 

Comparing the drift force equations (5.11) a.nd (5.18) m&y give a.n idea of the degree of 

energy conservation in the method. Fig. 5.2 shows the mean drift force in hea.d waves at 
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Figuie 5.2: Mean drift force on a half~immersed sphere of radius a in head wa.ves and 

Fr= 0.04. Compa.riaon of momentum and momentum/energy comput&tiQ1ls. 

Fr = 0.04. The results from the momentum equation (5.11) and the combined momentum 

and energy equation (5.18) a.re compared. The nl&Ximum deviation is~' which indicates 
satisfying energy conservation. Since the error is quadratic in Fr, .doubling the Froude 

number to 0.08 gives a. deviation of about 8% . 
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- Chapter 6 

Discussion of results 

In this chapter we present some numerical examples and comparisons with other authors' 

r-esults. Results for three drtferent geometries are given: A half-immersed sphere, a. trun

ca.ted vertical surface-piercing cylinder and an array of vertical truncated cylinders. 

6.1 The half-immersed.sphere 

The first example is a. ha.If-immersed sphere of radius a. The body has been discretized 

with 200 panels on half of the wetted surfue. The free surface has been discretized out to 

a radius of 6a, with 440 panels on the halfplane z = O, '11 > 0. The re8ults presented are 

for Fr= 0.03, where the Froude number is given by 

u 
Fr=--

# 
Computa.tioDB of the cross..:coupling added mass and damping coefficients~ linear exciting 

force a.nd wave drift force along the current direction ( for Fr = 0.04 ) have been shown 

in the two previous chapters. Figs. 6.1 ~ 6.4 show convergence tests for the half-immersed 

sphere. The computed values of the surge exciting force a.nd the drift force change by 

about 2% when the number of panels on ha.If the wetted surface is increased by a. factor 

of 8, from 50 to 400. Curiously, the heave exciting force converges unu'S'Ually fast. This 

might be related · to the fad that the agreement between pressure integra.tion and the 

Baskind relations is especially good for the heave exciting force. Some kind of cancellation 

of numerical errors seems to occur. The convergence of the drift force is as good for the 

freely moving cylinder in Fig. 6.4 as for the restrained one in Fig. 6.3, indicating that the 

radiation a.nd diffraction potentials are a.bout equally accurate for the sphere. 
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Figure 6.1: Convet"gellce of the surge exciting force for a. half-immersed sphere in head 

waves and Fr= 0.03. 
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Figure 6.2: Convergence of the heave exciting force for a. ha.lf-immemed sphere in head 

waves and Fr = 0.03. 
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Figure 6.3: Convergence of the wave drift force for a restrained half-immersed sphere in 

head wavee and Fr :;:: 0.0:3. 
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Figure 6.4: Convergence of the W!;'Ve drift force for a half-imnlei9ed spltere &. te ~ in 

linear motion in head waves and Fr :: 6.03. 
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Figure 6.5: Mean drift force on a. restrained floating cylinder of radius a and draft 3a in 
head waves a.nd Fr = 0. CompWon. between the present method and that of Zhao and 

Faltineen. 

6.2 The vertical cylinder 

The 8eC01ld- example is a. vertiea.l surfa.~piercing circul&r cylinder of radius a and draft 

3«. The body hu been discretized with 280 panels on half of the wetted surface. The free 

surfa.ce has been discretized .out to a. radius of 6a, with 224 panels on the halfpla.ne z = 0, 

11>0. 

Fig. 6.5 shows a. comparison of the ·drift force at Fr == 0 compared -to the results of 

Zhao and Faltinsen ( 1989). The drift force -coefficient is defined- by 

CF= F; 
pgA"a. 

The cylinder is restrained from moving in first-order motions. The agreement is very good, 

with a. ma.ximwn discrep.a.ncy of-a.bout 2%. 
Fig. 6.6 shows a. comp.a.rison of the corresponding wave drift damping. The wave 

drift damping is obtained here by ev&lua.ting th-e drift force at Fr = ±0.0319. and using 

numeric&l differentiation. There is some discrepancy at the higher frequencies, up to about -·· -

18% in the worst cue. Some of this discrepancy may be due to differences in the methods, 

since the method of Zhao and Faltinsen indud:es some nonlinear forward speed effects in 
the Green function. At lower frequencies, the agreement is excellent. 

Fig. 6. 7 shows the mean drift force on the cylinder at Fr = 0.0226 in he&d waves when 
the cylinder is free to surge in linea.r motion, but restt-.ined ·in the other modes of motion. 
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Figure 6.6: Wave drift damping on a. restrained ft°"ting cylinder of rt,dius a and draft 3a 

in head waves. Comparison between the present method and that of Zhao and Faltinsen. 

The maximum dihenre in the results between the present theory and th&t -of Zhao and 

Fa.ltimen is a.bout 5%. For the lower frequencies, the results are almost indistinguith&ble. 
Fig. 6.8 shO'WI the corresponding wave drift dampittg, obtained by numerial ditfer

entia.tion of the drift force a.t Fr = ±0.0226. Surprisingly, the agreement is better than 
for the restrained cylinder. The slightly lawtt Froude number is not enough to explain 

thi9 feature. The calculations differ by up to 10% at the higher frequencies. Some of this 

might ponibly be due to different treatment of the m-terma. Still, a disageement -of 10% 

is not mudi, taking into account that the wave drift damping is computed by numerical 

dHferentiation. The agreement a.t low frequencies is again very good. 

Figs. 6.9 - 6.11 show convergence of the surge exciting force and the wave drift force for 

the cylinder at Fr = 0.03. The far-field Hulcind relation.a ( 4.28) are WJed for the exciting 

force. The cylinder is restrained in Fig. 6.10.and free to surge in linear-motion in·Fig~ 6.11. 

For the exciting force, the rate of convergence is a.bout the same as for the half-immersed 

sphere. Also for the restrained cylinder in Fig. 6.10, the drift force coo.verges as fut as for 

the sphere in Fig. 6.3. When the bodies are free to move in surge, the convergence teem8 

to be .slightly slower for the cylinder in Fig. 6.11 than for the spliiri in Fig. 6.4. Since the- --

convergence ra.te is the same for the two restrained bodies, it ia likely that the ina&:cnn.ey 
in the drift force for the surging cylinder is ca.UBed by the singularity in the right-hand 

side of the radiation problem at the edge of the cylinder, as discussed earlier in Section 

2.5. The convergence is still satisfying, with 200 panels on half of the wetted surface giving 

sufficient a.ccura&:y. 
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Figure 6.7: Mean drift force on a Boa.ting cylinder of radius a a.nd dra.ft 3a free to surge in 

head wa\lel and Fr = 0.0226. Comparison between the present method and that of Zhao 

and Faltinsen. 
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Figure 6.8: Wave drift damping on a Boating cylin:dft ·of radius a and draft :ta· &ee to serge 

in head waves. Comparison between the present ~hod and that of Zhao and Faltinsen. 
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Figure 6.9: Convergence of the surge exciting force for a vertical cylinder in head waves 

and Fr = 0.03. 
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Figure 6.11: Cottv:ergence of the wave drift force for a. vertical cylinder free to surge in 

~ motion in Dea.d waves. Fr = 0.03. 

6.3 The array of vertical eylin:ders 

The third example is an a.rra.y of four vertical cylinders, ea.ch one identical to the oue in 

the previous example, with radius a and draft 3a. The cent.res of the cylinders generate 

a squue with sides Ta. Thia eonf\gura.tion, shown in Fig. 6.12, resembles the four corner 

columns of a. ieoaimrleg platform. The geometry is di.cretized with 192 panela ·on each 

column and with. 468 ~.on half of tbe .. free surface. The discretization of the free 
nti&ee iJ.showa in Fig. 6.13. Figure 6.14 lbow:s thie waft drift force for this geometey 
at zero forward speed, with typical interference phenomena a.cting betvreen the different 

columns. As Fig. 6.14 shows, the mean drift force on each cylinder in the arra.y may 
be considerably ~ater than the drift ·force on a iingle 'cylinder, which is given in Fig. 

6.7. Thia is of course ca.llled· by the nonlinear interactions between the sca.ttered and 

ra.dia.ted waves from the different columns. Fig. 6.15 shows the corresponding wue drift 
damping. Due t.o interference phenomena., the wave. drift· damping oscillates quite rapidly 

a.ndbecomes.negative ·at some frequmH:ies .. This .means that .the .mean drift foTce decreases 

witn mtf'eaSieg forward speed at tbe.e fteq.n.eucies, while for a single column, the mean ·•H. • • H - --··· 

drift force alwa.ys increases with increaising forward speed, as shown· in Fig. 6.8. Tht11, the 
interference between different structure meroben ·changes the behaviour of the wave· drift 

damping radically. Remarkably, the frequency interm! in whidt ·the waw drift damping 

is negative for the cylinder array is approximately the interval for which the wave drift 

force decreases with increasing frequency. This is :not euy to interpret physically, but this 
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Figure 6.12; Geometry .of cylinder a.nay viewed from~. 

interval ( <J.5 < Ka < 0. 7 ) is delirly the interval in which the interaction between the 

columns hU the most dramatic ~uences. 
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Figure t.14: mean drift force ()ft a floating eyliad« MT&Y &ee to Arp .in head. waves a.nd _ 
Fr = 0. Cylinder radius a, draft 3a, di•tance between centers 7 a. 
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Figure 6.15: Wave drift damping on a Boating cylinder array free to surge in head waves. 

Cylinder radius a, draft la, di~tance between centers 7 a. 
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Appendix A 

The far-field terms in the integral 
equations 

We will now proceed to show that the integral exprenion in {2.25) va.nialles. We then 

aeed the fa.r~field behaviour of the Green function ·a.ad the pot.entialB, aa in the section 

on the added mau a.nd damping coefficients. Sinee we now integrate with respect to the 

source point coon:lina.tes, we need to repl~ the conditron 1-=1 -+ oo with It! -+ oo. This 
is accompli8hed by noting that 

(A.l) 

Letting t = Rcoal,n = Rsinl &nd w;ing {3.19), the Green function for R-+ oo can be 

written 
G(R,O,(;x,y,z) = R-112h(a,9;-r)e-.(';~)(C-ffl) (A.2) 

where h(e, 8; r) is given by (3.20). From (5.l) - (5.4), we also ha.ve the far-field behaviour 

of the radiation and scattering potentials 

j = 1,. •.I 7 (A.3) 

where R-+ oo, a.nd the amplitude distributions H;(D) a.re given by (4.13) - (5.3). Using 

(A.4) 

Similarly, we get 

(A.5) 
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, 

which finally shows that 

. . . </>·~ - G- dS - 2ir · ef>·Gd17 = o fl ( ac .af/J;). . l 
Soo J On On Coo 3 

(A.6) 

for j = l, ... , 7. Thus, the f.a.r-field integrals in (2.23) a.nd (2.24) cancel each other in both 

the radi&tion and diffraction problems. 
A simil.a.r derivation is needed to prove the Timman-Newman relations (4.4). The far

field behaviour of the reversed-flow radiation potentials t/J1 is the same as (5.4}, with the 

sign of r reversed. This means tha.t tPi plays a role similar to G in the fax-field integrals 

over S00 a.nd C00 • Therefore we obtain, in analogy with (A.6), 

!'1 (• <I>. 8-¢i - TPi a:<f>;) dS - 2ir f <f> ·t/Jidy = 0 ls. . , 8n an lcoo , (A.7) 

which completes the proof of the Timman·Newma.n relations (4.4). 
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Appendix B 

Application of Tuck's theorem to 
the source potential 

In the formulation <>f lhe integral equations for the ra.di~tion poten.tia.la with forward speed, 

we ha.ve ~ Tuck's theorem in the form 

As stated previowly, Tuclc's theorem is clearly valid when z is outside the body, since 

G°(s,~) is diiferenti&ble for~ =F (. However, G ii singular at e = ~' so it's not obvious 

tha.t Tuck's theorem e&n be a.pplied when the field point ia situated on the body. 

Hut ,since G° it8elf is integrable, t~ right hmd side in· {B. l) is obviou.ly continuous fQl' 
:e -+ Sa. VG" iB not integn.ble, but for a.ny l'Cgula.r source diatributioti Q(s) we .b&ve 

lim /' '· ·.Q(eJVG°(z,()dS~ ·= -2
1Q(z)n + ·/.· 'l Q(f}VG°(•,e)dSe (B.2) ~~ ~ ~ 

where the la.st integral is interpreted in .a. principal-value manner. Applying this result. to 

(B.1), we ha.ve 

~Vx. · n + j' t Vx.(t) · VG°{z,f)n,dSe = -j·'f G°(z,f)midSe (B.3) ~ lss Js11 · 

.... -·Smee ax;llJii.-=-o,-tlle-residuaicOiitributmn.10tlle norm&rvefoCity drops out~--m~thus- -··· -------.. -·. 
the left-hand side of (B.l) is also continoom a -+ Ss, which me&n.1 that Tuck's theorem 
is valid. 
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Appendix C 

Numerical integration of the Green 
fun.ct ion 

To llOlve the integral equations (2.31), (2.32) a.nd (2.34) numerie&lly, we need to integrate 

the G.reen functions (3.12) and (3.14) numerically over ea.di panel. The integration of the 

zero.speed G:remi function (3..12) and it1 normal derivative is well documented in Newman 

and Sd&VOUD08 (1987). Here we will describe briefly how the forwa.lod speed Green function 

(3.14) 8.Ild its normal derivative are integrated numerically. 

Us.ing the coordinates 

R - V(:r: - e)2 + (11 - 11)2 

r' :::: y'(z - e)2 + (11 - 71)11 + (z + ()2 

tan fJ _ u-11 
x-e 

we find that (3.14) ca.n be written 

tP1 - -411" cos 91.1e11<•+c) {(1 + v(z + ())J1(11R) + 11RJo(vR)] 

+ 4i cosD[l + v(z + ()]~ - 4iv(x - e) (~ + vl) (C.1) 

where the integral I is given by (3.13). The gradient 6f (3.14) with respect to the source 
point coordinates is given by 

~1 == 4?rv2ev<•+<) [~(3 + v(z + ())J0(vR) - 11Roos2 BJ1(vR)] 

+4?r112eP(.+<l fi(l + v(z + ())(1 - 2 cos19)J2(11R)] 

+4iv2 [ (t + (1+ v(z +())cos' o) I+ (1 + ~ +() (1 - 2sin2 0) + vRcos2 8) :~] 
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+ 4iv2 [ +(1 + v(z + () cos2 6) 11~, + cos2 fJ a(~z) (,,,~) l (C.2) 

8!1 = -47fv2 cos9sin9 ev(zH) [(1+11(z + ())J2(vR) +11RJ1(11R)] 
v'f] 

+4iv'coa0.in0 [<1 + u(z + ())l+ (21+ ~ +() + vR) :~ + ;+ a(:z) (~)] 

~1 = -47fv2 cos D ev(z+() [(2 + v(z + ())J1(11R) + vRJo(vR)] 

(C.3) 

+4iv2 cosO [<2 + v(z + ()) :~ - vRl - ~] + 4i ! e) (C.4) 

Newman (1984) gives the integral l as an ascending series expansion in X = vR and 

Y = -v(z + (). Using this series and its derivative, we find th&t the singular behaviours 

of I and its derivatives are 

I 
81 
l1R 

1 81 

-
-

-

-lnv(r1 + lz +CD+ 0(1) 
R 

r'(r' + Jz + () + 0(1) (C.5) 

R8R 
l+vr' .12 'j I () 

r'(r'+ lz +(!) + 2" IJ111(r + z + (1) + 0 1 

To ev.aluate the integrals of ,P1 and its norm.al derivate over a panel, we split the integrand 

into a. regular and a. singula.r pa.rt. The regular pa.rt is integrated by the mid-point rule or 

by the four~point Ga.um&n rttle. E.cll term in the singula.r part is then treated sepa.r-.tely. 
l/r' and its derivatives a.re int~a.ted by the Hess and Smith method. The logarithmic 
singularity in (C.5) is integrated by the method described in Newma.n and Sda.vounos 

(1987}. Th.e remaining singular terms to be treated are then those involving the derivatives 

of the logarithmic singularity, given by (C.5). Note that we ca.n write 

r' + I~ + Cl - ( r + ~ +(I) ~ 
1 . - (·· r' . )_!._ (C6) 

r'(r' + lz + (J) r' + lz + Cl rl'l · ·· -- ~r;.~r:riw;e ! (~)~II ~"!T~F-;-~, !Tr)r- -
From them~ equ.ti'ODS (2.31), (2.32} and {2.34), we see that the Green fundion"' 
and its normal derivative· only are integrated owr the body surfa.ce, not over the free 

surface. From (3.14), we know that t/J1 does not contain the Rankine source, and thus it 

is only singular at the free surface. We also see that the coefficients in front of l/r' and 
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its derivatives in (C.6) always lie between 1 and -1. Thus, when the source point and the 

field point a.re close together and simultaneously dose to the free surface, the expressions 

in (C.6) Can be integrated by keeping the coefficients constant under the integration. The 

coefficients a.re then replaced with their mean values over the panel, computed by the 

four-point Ga.UBsia.n rule. 1/r' and its derivatives a.re integrated by the Hess and Smith 

method. 

If the source and field points a.re not close together or not close to the free surface, the 

entire forward speed Green function t/;1 and its derivatives a.re integrated by the mid-point 

rule or by the four-point Gaussian rule. 
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Appendix D 

The program structure 

Our program Ill a.n extended. version of the radiation/ diffraction program WAMIT, devel

oped at the MIT. WAMIT solves tb..e radiation a.nd diifra.ction. problana a.t zero Froude 

mimber and computes the fint-ordtt fumes and motions and the drift· foroea. This is doc

umented in Newman a.ad Sclavounos (1987). The program consists of two modules. The 

fint mod~ POTEN, computes the velocity potentia.l, while the·second module, FORCE, 

computes the forces. The subroutine structure of our extended forwa.rd .. speed W AMIT 

program is listed below. 

D.1 The structure of the POTEN module 

c---·--· ------·--.-..---------·--.~---

C The ·~•th• Gall.• made in P<JTU are list-4 'l>elff. ~-

C s•b,routiae n.aaea illdicate calls mad.• bJ leadiag ali.flrolltiM D.lae 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Sl&W01ttia• Souree-co4• D••criptiOB 
.nue file _______ ,__ _____ ' ------~·-. _____ , _________ . --· -· -

c 
c 
C PAHL .... 

C GECHSF 

c 
C PHEL 

C MODE 
C POPU 
C SAVIIP 
c ell 

Check• iapllt pai-ameters 

Sets-.p ~geometrical.ch.ta 

halutes dAtA for pnn pa111eJ ___ - -· 

Sets-ap panel ,._.tric.U 4-ta 
for tl:Le tr.. nrface 
EYalu.atea data for given. panel 

Sets-up mode aJ&etry indicu 
Op•u flles 
Saves input data for ue vith FOi.CB 

Cmtplltes derive.ti..- of nffdJ po-tential 
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c HATSTD 

c 
c IITS'm 
c QUlDB. 

c UGIDG 

c DSIIIT 

c DUOLV 
c SGECO 
c SGESL 

c FSFCBI 
c IITSTD 
c llUST 

c In'STJ) 

c UJl:II 

c UPL 
c qu.ma 
c IUd 

c SlVkn 
c man 
c Illl'UI 

c Vj.ftU, 

c UfL 
c nuu 
c HOT 

c J)IJ'US 

c IKPOT 
c tat.ft 
c CllCD 
c ·CUil. 
c UYUD 
c S'1Dl1" 

c QVADB. 

c FGUD 
c PIIDSP' 
c 
c GUii 
c 

--"-
gu.ma 

c FGUD 
c SAVFSP' 

c TAUIII 
c BOOIIT 

c 
c GUElllS 

<; 

Sets-up llal\kine influence matrix 
for the. steady problea 
c.omputes souree &114 4ipo1e integrals 

Collpute.s the 1/r + 1/r' llre:en flll'lction 

Initial.is•• clouble-bOdy matrix 

kl .. 49Ub-1*IJ probl.• 

LIIP1CX Gauss reduction 

LIBPACX back sub•titution 
Computes derivatives at the free surface 

Coaputes derivatb .. on the body 

Sets-up bJLlciae iztfluenee. matrix 

hflecta fieU poiate ·n-t •Jllllletrf plue. 
C.,.t•• cooriiu.'t8 tr.,..tona..tieu 
lfflu.t ..... in. un.-.ce co•t'fit::ieall:• 

Savel l••ltiH •trix 

let;ri•V.S lankia• 11111:tti.li: 

IaitialUe<s sol11.tio:n •trh: 

Seta-up.'°lttioa lllatrix 
-..n~t• field poi.at• .Rt a~tq plu.es 

lvalu.tu ••v• souee }Mlt•tial 

Dfl:ftmia.. rn.l root ill cU.qcdq rel.at. 

s.ta-.p US of cU.tfr-act ioa pn'blAa 

hal:qtea tuUMt ..... v• po~~itl 
Sol'fffl u...-~ 111J . ...._ red-.ctioa 

LIIPACIC GGl!pl.u ..... reclac1;ioa 

Ll1PACIC.cmapl9X Dul: 811.Htitutioa 

S..vH solutioa rdiatioa pot•tials 

Sana solatioa dtf~actia pot•tia1s 

COllplltes tbA suo-speed po11utial at the 

fre·e surf.ace 

!D:tecratea G Q4 dt;/a onr a fQ•l 

Savea qu.antitiH at tlLe frM surface 

Initializes fona.rd-apeed potu.tiab 

Computes integrai·over the body of 
phiOdCl1/dn 
Computes the gradient of tll• Green functicm 

srt SOUTCe poiat 
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'k 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c-~ 

D.2 

IITDG1 
QUAD!. 

IEGP.U 
FGUD 

IB1T 

In'PPAI 

QUADI 
FQUBX 

mnz 

QUADl 
PQ1Bll 

FUIQt.V 

Cast. 
UYUD 
u•u 
VIUJ1 
AaKlT 

8111 
sot.VI 

caco 
CllSL 

DC1'IL 

sana 
PCl.DSK 

--

COlllpUtes the integral of dG1/dn over a panel 

C011p11tea the ngul.ar part of dG1/dn 

c.,.t .. integral .over the f.re.e 

•vf.ac• of 'tM s't.adf disturbau:e 

Coepates tu iat•cral over a s.urface panel 

of the gr-.dient tens 

Computes the integral over a surface panel 
of tlle second derivative terms 

Solv•• the pai1 probl• 

LlWPAQ'. CQllPlAJI: ~ a-.bstitutioa 

Sa._ th apNC__,_._t racliatioa potetial. 

suu tll• spaed.-4..,.._t tifftactioa. poteatiu 

h.itiaU.zN tu velocity oa tu body 

Seta-111p ecpatio.a •r•~• 'lo°r aero-tpeed source 

deuity 

COlllJ'lt•• aaro-ap1'94 u.st.aiit7 velod"tJ oa tile bolty 

SaM8 tN UiU'kedJ 'V"ilJ..oGU:r to blauy file 

Closd f il .. 

----~-------------· ·------

The structure of the FORCE module 

c---· --------------------- ·- ---------~------------
c 
c 
c 
c 

The subroutine calls u4• in macz are listed below. Indented. 

•abl:oatiae naaes ilMli~t-e calla Mel• hy lea4ing •1l1'rotttue ua• 

C Subroutille Source-code Description 

C naae tile 

c 
c 
c 
c 

---· .... _. -~--,...--~--~·--..-.-----·~-· . _______ .., __ _,..,._. _ __......_. -
FORCE 
KBB.IEL 
FOR.CE 

Check:a input parameter.a 

SolT•• for real root of disp-eraioa rel.at. 
Enlutu k)"lk'od.paaii; codfiei•~• 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
'C 

c 
c 
c 
<:: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

--c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

11ASU'D 
IJJCVAVB 

SICFaC 
Tll'Sn 

cuca 
CQISJ. 

BPUSB 

FPJISS 
IICPOT 
IOL 
O'llD 

FVIL 
Il'CPOT 
un. 
GUiii ... 
GOO a 

It.Pd' 
NUii 

UDlfT 
l:OaII 

IICWAVI 
l&TUP 

i'OPD 
llTUD 

ll'mD' 
OPAP 
aPPa 

OPt1*F 
OPUS 
OPXRC 

OPTllS 

onns 
DPnts 
OPF'RL 
OPD'IFT 

DPTAU 
OPD1'0a 

PIIADD 

UJeIJ 

HASXII 

FOB.CE 

FOlCB 
FOi.CB 

FOACS 
LIIPA« 

LID.ACX 
FO&CE 
FO&CI 
DUEL 

UUIL 

FDacE 

FDJLCB 

DUEL 

mnt 
FQaCI 

POIQ 

IDRL 
IDOL 
PillMll 
POaCI 
FOEI 
FD.CZ 
FO&CIIO 

FO'&CBIO 

1'0ICllO 
POl.CIXD 
FOaC&ID 

POl.C&ID 

FO&CBIO 

FD&CBIO 

FOl.CEIO 

FOftCBIO 

ro&CIID 
FOl.CBIO 

FlmCIIO 

!valuates llaski.nd. exciting forces 

!valuates inc. potential a normal deriv. 

EYaluates difu:a.ction ex-citing forces 

!valuates body motion.a 

Cvries cntt complex Gauss reduction 

eo.,pl .. e¥ back s'labstitatia 

IY:alua.tes hy4.roclynuic pr•••ur• on body 

Evaluates prHsure in fluid domain 
Evaluates incident potential 

le11ects field points ttt symmetry planes 
Bvalu.t:ers field poteatial ad Yelocity 
Bva1ua.tes velocity in tluid. do111ain 

Evalutes incideat pot•ntial 

&eflects field. points in;t •Y••try pl.Qes 
Bval~at• field potaatial a.ncl velocity 
av.lu:tn fi.U potutial u:d. vuocit.J 

lftlu.'tff ·'PD81 ~te trodOblltioa lval..... la.1ltia• integr-1.s OTez" a pa&el 
11-lu<t .. •n ~ce pot•thl 
ha11iatM •U&•, nay ,a yu dt'ift "fo't'Ma 

Sets-.p locllia fu~tioas foc- drift .t.oi-e•• 
b&l..-t• iac. potntial a llO~ d:eriY. 

l..lrtrbns illpat ud gMmetrJ data 
Opes :filu 

181'ri••'• nlutie>ll t'~atf.oa pqteatial• 
btri••• aolat!Oil 4iUraet:.ion poteatials ... .~ 
Ou.tpat.s -·· puiocl 
lludet' for llyd.n4.Jllaaic . co•ffici•t• 

Keadn' tor Bu:timl ucitiag forces 

l.Uer for dif'fractioa excitiag fore• 
leader tor bO!iy •ticms 
leailc' f~body pr:esnr• 
11..ter for fi•ld..pres•ur• 

lu.cl,er for tteld velocity 

l•a4.er hr •to tor-c" · 
leU.r fbr recblced.treqitncy 

·-·--~ ------·----

hide for tornrd-ape-e4 drift f orc• 
.Add.a aero and ti.rat order velocity 

poteatial• 

Compilt• ~..rt ad4M UH 

ud dUpi.n.I 
Computu spead.-clepudeat exciting fore• 

from far-fie.U l...u.t relattoas 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 

FAXPl.2 

BXCn' 
FDlCU 

FOl.CBX2 

FAllPD2 

llFLUI2 
PAJIPD2 

c TUIR' 
c 
C Draact 

c 
C FCLOSE 

c---·---

Computes the amplitude distribution of 

the radiation potentials 

Computes speed-dependent exciting :force 

Computes the drUt :force with fonard 

speed from. lllOllenta equation 

Comp1ttH tae amplit1111• d.istril;nltion of 

tlle scatteriag potatial 

COlllpUtes the drift force with torvard 

speed from 1110111entum/energy equation 

Computes tae amplitude distribution of 

the scattering poteutial 

Checks energy coaservation 

Computes the amplitude distribution of 

tM scattering potential 

Compate speed.-dependent daillptag tram 
aero fl• i2L tit• far-fi•li 
COlllPOft 'Cll• 811pU:Alte d.is'tri~ion of 

tile ruliat.ia pot•tiail 

Collpiates llody motiou, using tar-field 

~iad. .-.:citiae to.re•• 
c-..t .. drift force vita forward s,.ed 

for a trHlJ tloa:tiag body 

Closes filu 

·----------------.-----
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